
Honeymoon in
Puerto Vallarta



The view from our 
penthouse to the North. 
And on the next slide to 
the South you can see 
Los Arcos 





A Bathroom With A View



We had lots of pelicans flying by the penthouse and a fair 
number of frigate birds as well. Also we had one species of 
small bird that kept dive bombing our roof pool. 















The City Tour starts in 
Nuevo Vallarta goes 
through Puerto Vallarta then 
down to Mismaloya and 
finally Chino’s Paradise





Our tour guide Mario tells about this statue
in the plaza. Can you spot Melissa?



Can you spot the flying Jesus?



Contrary to popular belief this is not Juan Valdez.







The ruins of the set of the film The Night of the Iguana



Chris relaxing with an 
Iguana. Was told it was 
the “in” thing to do in 
Mismaloya. Where’s 
Melissa? It’s her turn.



Antonio tells us how 
tequila is made in his 
little distillery from the 
blue agave.









Chino’s Paradise

After a wonderful tour
we finished it with 
a nice lunch y 
una cerveza fria





After our interesting timeshare 
presentation we ventured into 
old Puerto Vallarta to see the 
charm that has people coming 
back year after year. Not to 
mention the fabulous 
restaurants and shopping 
areas









Chris finds the statue of John Huston
and the tacky statue of Elizabeth Taylor 
and Richard Burton,  the Brangelina
of their day. Can you spot the Iguana?



A walk through the quaint stalls of Isla Cuale in the Rio Cuale







I thought Night of the 
Iguana was the title 
of a sci fi horror flick. 
You know like 
Predator which was 
also filmed in Puerto 
Vallarta.

Clearly the town likes bad 
horror sci fi films. They have 
giant frogs on buildings and 
they paint planet deco-
rations on their busses.



Two men enter. 
One man leave?



Below: Mexican Navy

Right: Mexican Mime



We are off to Las Caletas on a 
catamaran for The Rhythm of 
the Night, show and romantic 
dinner.





Our host Emilio keeps us informed and 
entertained and he keeps the liquor and fun 
flowing until we reach Las Caletas





Melissa relaxing

Chris willing himself to
not get seasick.





This boat is leaving with tourists who had 
dinner before the “Aztec” dance show. This was 
the view from our dinner table until we heard 
scurrying noises and decided to move to a table 
located further away from the wall.



The Sun begins sets on the end of a wonderful honeymoon.







The End

Or so we thought. After our plane took off 
from Puerto Vallarta and were about 
fifteen minutes out and still climbing, we 
heard a loud bang and the plane 
shuddered briefly. A minute later the pilot 
announced that we’d lost an engine and 
would be returning to our origin to a 
normal landing. Fifteen air-minutes and 
three hours later we were in a nice hotel.



Bienvenidos a Velas Vallarta



Puerto Vallarta at Night



Cool pool with a 
romantic channel 



OK. Now the Sun finishes setting on an otherwise great honeymoon



going



going



gone
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